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INTRODUCTION
Let L s L q L q ??? be a graded algebra generated in degree 0 and0 1
1 over a field k, such that each L is a finite dimensional vector space overi
k and L is a finite product of copies of k. Denote by gr L the category of0
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finitely generated graded L-modules with degree zero morphisms. Recall
that L is Koszul if L has a linear resolution, that is, there is a projective0
resolution ??? ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª L ª 0 of L in gr L, with eachi 1 0 0 0
 .P generated in degree i. We denote by K L the subcategory of gr Li
whose objects have such a projective resolution. Koszul algebras have been
w xstudied a lot in recent years, see, for example, BGS, GM1, GM2, GZ, Sm .
 . U  .Associated with L is the Yoneda Ext-algebra E L s Ext L , L , andL 0 0
 .   .op.when L is Koszul there is a natural duality between K L and K E L .
An interesting feature of this duality is that it sometimes relates module
categories over infinite dimensional algebras with module categories over
finite dimensional algebras.
 .There are interesting subcategories of gr L other than K L , defined in
the same spirit, by considering for a given n G 0 the module C having a
projective resolution ??? ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª C ª 0 such that P isi 1 0 i
generated in degree i for i F n. We consider especially the cases n equals
0 or 1. For n s 0 we get the category gr L of modules in gr L generated0
in degree zero. If n s 1 the modules are said to have a linear presentation,
 .and we denote the corresponding subcategory by L L . For the categories
 .  .K L , L L , and gr L we investigate to which extent they have almost0
split sequences. This is an interesting question about subcategories from
the point of view of the representation theory of artin algebras. We prove
 .that gr L and L L have almost split sequences when L is a finite0
dimensional k-algebra, and at the same time we give a description of the
projective and injective objects which is also an interesting problem for
 .subcategories. For K L there is not necessarily an almost split sequence
 .0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 when A is an indecomposable module in K L
which is not injective. Such examples are found when L is selfinjective
Koszul of Loewy length greater than 3. However, given C indecomposable
 .and not projective in K L , there is an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B
ª C ª 0 in the selfinjective case, but we do not know if this is true in
general, even for Koszul algebras. In this connection we give some new
sufficient conditions on C for the middle term B in the almost split
sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 to be indecomposable.
 .The category L L is easier to handle than the usually smaller category
 .  .K L . For the study of K L it is hence of interest to investigate when
they coincide. We prove in the first section that this is the case for
quadratic monomial algebras, and give an example to show that it may
 .hold also when the algebra is not monomial. For the study of L L it is
 .   .2 .useful that there is an equivalence L L f L Lr rad L , and hence
 .   .2 .L L f gr Lr rad L .0
The finitistic dimension conjecture, which states that there should be a
bound on the projective dimension of modules of finite projective dimen-
sion, is one of the most intriguing problems for artin algebras. It is also
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interesting to know if the conclusion is true when restricting to various
types of subcategories, and here we show that it holds for Koszul modules
over finite dimensional k-algebras.
We thank the referee for very helpful comments.
1. LINEAR PRESENTATIONS
In this section we start the study of the modules with linear presenta-
tions over a graded algebra. We also introduce the notation and terminol-
ogy that is needed throughout this paper.
Let k be a field and let L s @ L be a graded k-algebra. We recalliG 0 i
that L is said to be generated in degree 0 and 1, for each i, j G 0 we have
L L s L . These algebras have also been called homogeneous, and alsoi j iqj
strongly graded. Throughout this paper, a graded k-algebra L will always
denote a graded k-algebra generated in degree 0 and 1, such that, for each
i G 1, L is a finite dimensional k-vector space, and that L is isomorphici 0
to a finite direct product of the ground field. Such an algebra is the
quotient of the tensor algebra over L of L by an ideal generated by0 1
homogeneous tensors of degrees 2 or more, and therefore we can write L
as a quotient of the path algebra kQ of a finite quiver Q modulo a
two-sided ideal I satisfying the following conditions:
 . 2a I : J where J is the two-sided ideal of the path algebra kQ
generated by the arrows of Q.
 .b I is generated by length homogeneous elements, that is, the
generators of I are elements of the form n a p where n G 1, a areis1 i i i
nonzero scalars and the paths p , . . . , p have the same origin, the same1 n
  ..terminus, and the same length which must be at least two by part a .
As usual, r will denote the graded radical of L. For instance if L s kQ,
the path algebra of a quiver Q, then r s J, the ideal generated by the
.arrows. It is clear that if L is finite dimensional then r is the Jacobson
radical of the algebra. We denote by gr L the category of finitely generated
graded left L-modules and degree zero homomorphisms. A graded L-
module M s M q M q ??? is said to be generated in degree j, if for eachj jq1
i G 0, M s L M . For instance if L s L q L q ??? is generated iniq j i j 0 1
degree 0 and 1, then as a graded module L is generated in degree 0. We
denote by gr L the full subcategory of gr L consisting of the graded0
modules generated in degree 0.
We say that a graded module M s M q M q ??? in gr L has a linear0 1 0
presentation if there is an exact sequence P ª P ª M ª 0 in gr L,1 0
where P and P are projective modules generated in degree 0 and 1,0 1
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 .respectively. We denote by L L the full subcategory of gr L consisting0
of the modules having linear presentations. We say that a graded module
M s M q M q ??? in gr L has a linear resolution, or is a Koszul module,0 1 0
f fn 1
if there is a projective resolution ??? ª P ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª Mn ny1 1 0
ª 0 of M in gr L such that for each i we have that P is generated ini
degree i. It is easy to see that such a resolution must be minimal in the
 .sense that for each i G 0 we have Im f : rP . We denote by K L thei iy1
subcategory of gr L consisting of those modules having linear resolutions.0
 .  .Obviously K L : L L . We recall that the graded algebra L is Koszul if
 .  w x.L s Lrr g K L . This is equivalent see BGS, GM2 to the fact that0
n .the Yoneda algebra @ Ext L , L is generated in degree 0 and 1.nG 0 L 0 0
 ! n . !In other words L s @ Ext L , L where L is the shriek algebra ofnG 0 L 0 0
w x . w xL as defined in BGS . It is known BGS that every Koszul algebra is
quadratic, that is, if L s kQrI where Q is a finite quiver and I : J 2, then
I is generated by elements of kQ that are k-linear combinations of paths
of length two. In the case that L is monomial, that is, I generated by paths
w xin Q, then L is a Koszul algebra if and only if it is quadratic GZ .
We will need the following observation.
LEMMA 1.1. Let P be an indecomposable projecti¨ e L-module. Then, for
each j G 0 we ha¨e isomorphisms of L -modules L m PrrP ,0 j L 0
r jPrr jq1P. In particular we ha¨e L m PrrP , rPrr 2P. Furthermore, if1 L 0
P s P is a projecti¨ e L-module which is generated in degree i, then we ha¨ei
P s P rrP , and, if j ) i, its jth component P can be written as P si, i i i i, j i, j
L m P rrP s @ p m P rrP where p runs through a k-basis of thejy i i i i iL L0 0
right L -module L .0 jyi
Proof. Since P is projective we have r j m P , r jP for each j G
L
0, therefore also r jrr jq1 m P , r jPrr jq1P. Now since L s r jrr jq1jL
and L s Lrr we have L m P , r jPrr jq1P and also r jrr jq1 m P0 j L L
 j jq1 . j jq1  . j jq1, r rr m Lrr m P , r rr m Lrr m P , r rr m
L rr L L L L0 0
P rrP. The remaining statements follow immediately.
 .Let M be in L L , and let
f
P ª P ª M ª 01 0
be a linear presentation of M. Then, in degree 1, we have a monomor-
phism of L -modules0
f1 2P rrP ª L m P rrP , rP rr P 1 .1 1 1 0 0 0 0L 0
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which induces f uniquely in gr L,
f : P s L m P rrP ª P s L m P rrP1 1 1 0 0 0L L0 0
 .  .by f l m x s l f x .1
For the rest of this paper all graded algebras L s L q L q ??? will be0 1
homogeneous, that is, they will be generated in degree 0 and 1. We study
next a reduction procedure that facilitates the study of modules with linear
presentation.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let L be a graded algebra as abo¨e. There is an exact
 .  2 .equi¨ alence between the categories L L and L Lrr .
Proof. Consider first the category whose objects are degree zero maps
f
P ª P with P projective generated in degree 0 and P projective1 0 0 1
generated in degree 1, such that the degree one component of f takes
 .  .P monomorphically into P , and where the morphisms between1 1 0 1
f g
objects P ª P and Q ª Q are pairs of degree zero homomorphisms1 0 1 0







w xA slight modification of the proof of ARS, Proposition 1.2, p. 102 shows
 .  .that L L is equivalent to this category, and we will identify L L with
 .  2 .this category. We now define functors F : L L ª L Lrr and
f
2 .  .G : L Lrr ª L L . If P ª P is a degree zero homomorphism of1 0
projective L-modules such that P ª P ª Coker f ª 0 is a linear pre-1 0
f f
2 .  .sentation, we put F P ª P s P ª P where P s P rr P for i s 0, 1,1 0 1 0 i i i
  .  .and f is the induced degree zero map. Note that if P s P q P0 0 0 0 1
 .  .  .  . .q ??? , then P s P q P , and similarly P s P q P .0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2
f
Vice versa, let P ª P be a degree zero homomorphism of projective1 0
2Lrr -modules such that P ª P ª Coker f is a linear presentation. We1 0
can lift P and P to two projective L-modules P and P by taking0 1 0 1
 .  .  .  .P s P and then P s L P for each i ) 0, and similarly for0 0 0 0 0 i i 0 0
P . As we have seen, the map f also lifts to a degree zero map f : P ª P1 1 0
 .  .  .in the obvious way by defining f : P ª P to be f . Then we put1 1 1 0 1 1
f f
 .G P ª P s P ª P . Then definition of F and G on morphisms is1 0 1 0
obvious, and it is clear that F and G are exact equivalences inverse to
each other.
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 2 .  2 .It is easy to see that L Lrr s gr Lrr . We have the following0
immediate consequence.
 .COROLLARY 1.3. Let L be a graded algebra and let M g L L . Then M
is indecomposable o¨er L if and only if Mrr 2M is indecomposable o¨er L.
 .We have the following result about the representation type of L L by
reducing to a finite dimensional radical squared zero algebra. We use the
fact that over such an algebra every finitely generated module is gradable,
and we obtain:
 .COROLLARY 1.4. Let L be a graded algebra. Then the category L L is
 . 2 of finite tame, wild representation type if and only if Lrr is of finite tame,
.wild representation type.
In view of Proposition 1.2 and Corollary 1.4 it is of interest to investigate
the algebras with radical squared zero. More generally, the monomial
algebras are important in this connection, especially because of the follow-
ing.
 .THEOREM 1.5. Let L be a quadratic monomial algebra. Then L L s
 .K L .
f
Proof. Let P ª P ª M ª 0 be a linear presentation of M with P1 0 0
generated in degree 0, and P generated in degree 1. To show that M is in1
 .K L it suffices to prove that Ker f is generated in degree 2. From Lemma
1.1 we know that we can write the s component of P as1
P s L m P rrP s @ p m P rrP ,1, s sy1 1 1 1 1L L0 0
where, since L is monomial, p runs over all the paths of length s y 1
which are nonzero in L. Let z be an element of degree s of Ker f , so we
 .can write z s  p m x where the x are in P rrP . But f z s 0 impliesp p 1 1
 .that  pf x s 0. From the algebra L being monomial, we infer now that1 p
each p m x is in Ker f , so we may assume that z s p m x where x is thep
 .primitive idempotent corresponding to the terminus of p. Using 1 we
 .write f x s c a m ¨ where a runs over a subset of the arrow set, ¨ is1 a a a
the primitive idempotent corresponding to the terminus of a, and we
clearly may assume that each coefficient c is nonzero. Since f is aa 1
monomorphism, we see that we may assume that xa s a for each a. Since
 .f z s 0 we have
pf x s c pa m c s 0, . 1 a a
where the sum runs over all the arrows a with c / 0, such that p and aa
are composable. We infer then that pa s 0 in L for all such arrows. Since
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L is quadratic we can write p s pX b where pX is a nonzero path in L of
length s y 2, and b is an arrow such that ba s 0 in L for all the arrows a
above, since L is quadratic. Let zX s b m x. Then zX is in the degree 2 part
of P , zX is also in Ker f , and, z s pX zX. Therefore Ker f is generated in1
degree 2.
Note that since we have the linear presentation L m L ª L ª L1 0L 0
 .  .  .ª 0, the module L is always in L L . Hence, if L L s K L , it is0
necessary that L is Koszul. But the following examples show that L being
 .  .Koszul is not a sufficient condition for L L s K L , and that monomial
Koszul is not a necessary condition. It is not known for which algebras we
 .  .have L L s K L .
w x  2 2 .EXAMPLE. We consider the commutative algebra L s k x, y r x , y .
 .  .It is easy to verify that L is a Koszul algebra. To show that K L / L L
 .we construct a module in L L as follows. Let M be the cokernel of the
 .x , y
map f : L ª L@L. This gives a linear presentation of M, so that M is
 . in L L . An easy computation gives Ker f s a q a y q a x q a xy g0 1 2 3
2< 4  4L a x q a xy s a y q a xy s 0 s a xy s soc L s r . So Ker f is gen-0 1 0 2 3
erated in degree three and hence M is not a Koszul module.








subject to the relation ab s cd. Since L is quadratic and of global
w xdimension two it must be Koszul GM1 . Since the algebra L is of finite
 .  .representation type, it is easy to show directly that K L s L L . The
algebra L is clearly not monomial.
We have the following due to Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.5 which
also enables us to describe the Koszul modules over a quadratic monomial
algebra.
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let Q be a finite qui¨ er and let I and I be two-sided1 2
ideals of the path algebra kQ such that they are both homogeneous and are
contained in J 2 where J is the ideal of kQ generated by the arrows. Then we
 .  .ha¨e an exact equi¨ alence between L kQrI and L kQrI . In particular if1 2
L is a quadratic monomial algebra we ha¨e an exact equi¨ alence between
 .  2 .K L and L Lrr .
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COROLLARY 1.7. Let L be a graded algebra. Then we ha¨e a natural
 .  2 .  .  2 .equi¨ alence between L L and K Lrr s L L s gr Lrr .0
We shall see shortly that given two length homogeneous ideals I and I1 2
 .  .as above, we also have a duality between L kQrI and L kQrI . But1 2
first we give some examples. The first one illustrates how to use Proposi-
tion 1.2 and Theorem 1.5 to find all Koszul modules directly even for a
wild algebra. The second example shows that the representation type of
 .   ..L L or K L is not preserved under tilting, not even under change of
orientation for hereditary algebras.










Let us compute the indecomposable Koszul modules. We could try to use
w xthe result of GM2 that says that an indecomposable module over a
hereditary algebra is Koszul if and only if its radical is projective, but this
would prove rather difficult since our algebra is of wild representation
 .  .type. However, since it is hereditary, it is also monomial, so K L f L L
 2 . 2 2f L Lrr s gr Lrr . Now Lrr is of finite representation type so it is0
easy to find the indecomposable modules in gr Lrr 2. Applying the0
equivalence from Proposition 1.2 we get that the indecomposable Koszul
L-modules correspond to the representations
3 3S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , S 6 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 , P 6 , , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1 2
4 5 6 5 6 4 6 4 5 4 5 6
23 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 3
2 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2,
 .  .where S 1 ]S 6 are the simple modules corresponding to the vertices 1]6
 .  .   .  .and P 1 ]P 6 are their projective covers. Note that S 1 s P 1 and
 .  . .S 2 s P 2 .
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 .Then G is tilted from L using a partial Coxeter functor and L G f
 2 .  .L Grr G is of infinite tame representation type.
 .We now assume that L is a Koszul algebra. Let E L s
n .@ Ext L , L be the Yoneda Ext-algebra, and let A be the fullnG 0 L 0 0
 .opsubcategory of gr E L whose objects are the graded modules of the0
  .op 2 .opform X s X q X , so A s gr E L rr . We now show that there0 1 0 EL .
 .is a duality between L L and the category A. We want to give an explicit
description of this duality and its inverse. Note that this duality does not
extend the usual Koszul duality.
 .  . 0 . 1 .If M g L L we define H M s Ext M, L @ Ext M, L g A, soL 0 L 0
f
0 1 .  .we let X s Ext M, L and X s Ext M, L . Note that if P ª P ª0 L 0 1 L 0 1 0
0 .M ª 0 is a linear presentation of M, then we have Ext M, L sL 0
 .  .  .  .UHom P , L s Hom P rrP , L s Hom P rrP , L s P rrPL 0 0 L 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 0 00U op  .where we denote by A the L -module Hom A, L for every L -mod-0 L 0 00
 .  .Uule A. Similarly X s Hom P , L s P rrP . In particular we get1 L 1 0 1 1
 . U  . UE L s L s L and E L s L .0 0 0 1 1
 .We show next that the module H M s X s X q X is generated in0 1
f
degree 0. Since P ª P ª M ª 0 is a linear presentation of M we have a1 0
monomorphism of L -modules0
 .f 1 26P rrP rP rr P , L m P rrP .1 1 0 0 1 0 0L 0
By taking duals we obtain the following commutative diagram with exact
rows:
U 6 U 6 .  .L m P rrP P rrP 01 0 0 1 1L 0
6
X
 .U U U )6 6 .  .P rrP m L P rrP 00 0 1 1 1L 0
j 6 6
 .X m E L X 00 1 1EL .0
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where the first vertical isomorphism is due to the fact that for all finitely
 .U U Ugenerated L -modules A and B we have A m B , B m A and0 L L0 0
j is the induced map. In order to conclude that X s X q X is generated0 1
 .in degree 0 as a right E L -module it is enough to prove the following.
 .op  .LEMMA 1.8. The usual E L -module structure on H M s X coincides
 .with the structure gi¨ e by the map j in ) .
 .Proof. Let the notation be as above. Let q be in X s P rrP , L ,Ä 0 0 0 0
Ä 2 .  .and let l be in E L s rrr , L . Then consider the following commu-1 0
tative diagram with exact horizontal rows.
P1
f 66 6 6 6




2rP rr P qÄ0 0 qq 1 ÄÄ1
6
qÄ26 6 6 6







where q is a lifting of q to P and q is the induced map. Recall that theÄ Ä Ä1 0 2
Äusual module structure is given by ql s p where p : P rrP ª L is theÄ Ä Ä 1 1 0
Ä .  .  .map p x s lq f x for x g P rrP )) . .Ä Ã Ä Ã2 1 1
On the other hand, the module structure on X given by the map j in
 .) is given by the composition
f
UÃ .c ( f; UU UU 6P rrP m L ª L m P rrP P rrP , .  . .0 0 1 1 L 0 0 1 1L 00
2Ä Ä . .  .  .where f is given by f q m l r m y s q y l r , the map c : rP rr P ªÄ Ä 0 0
 .L m P rrP is the isomorphism given by c r y s r m y , and1 0 0 i i i iL 0 f
2Ãf : P rrP ª rP rr P is the map induced by the composition P ª rP1 1 0 0 1 0
2 Ã U Ä .   ..ª rP rr P . It is easy to show that c ( f f q m l s p where p is asÄ Ä Ä0 0
 .defined above )) . The lemma follows from these considerations.
We now construct an inverse to the functor H. Let X s X q X g A.0 1
 .opWe have an exact sequence in gr E L : 0 ª X ª X ª X ª 0 where1 0
 .op  .X and X are semisimple E L -modules. Applying Hom , L to0 1 EL . 0
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this sequence we obtain
Hom X , L ª Hom X , L ª Hom X , L .  .  .EL . 0 0 EL . 0 EL . 1 0
 .g 1 1 16 Ext X , L ª Ext X , L .  .EL . 0 0 EL . 0
 .g 21 26ª Ext X , L Ext X , L ª ??? , .  .EL . 1 0 EL . 0 0
) .
 .  .where the map Hom X, L ª Hom X , L is zero since XEL . 0 EL . 1 0
 .is generated in degree zero. Thus X is the radical of X X s Xr .1 1
 . i Therefore the map g is a monomorphism. Let Q s @ Ext X ,1 0 iG 0 EL . 0
. i  . w xL and Q s @ Ext X , L 1 . Since X and X are semisimple0 1 iG 0 EL . 1 0 0 1
 .   . .   ..over E L and E L is Koszul , Q and Q are both projective E E L -0 1
modules generated in degree 0 and 1, respectively. The exact sequence in
 .) tells us that there is a map g : Q ª Q giving a linear presentation of1 0
 .  .Coker g. We now define H : A ª L L by putting H X s Coker g. Note
   ...  .that we use the fact that L is Koszul in order to get L E E L f L L .
An easy computation shows that H and H are dualities inverse to each
other and that they both take simple modules to indecomposable projec-
tive modules, and projective modules to simple modules. We have then
proven:
 .PROPOSITION 1.9. Let L be a Koszul algebra. The functors H : L L ª A
 .and H : A ª L L defined abo¨e are in¨erse dualities.
As an immediate consequence, since kQ is a Koszul algebra, we obtain
by combining the results of Propositions 1.2 and 1.9 the following:
THEOREM 1.10. Let Q be a finite qui¨ er and let I and I be two length1 2
homogeneous ideals of kQ both contained in J 2. Then there exist dualities
 .  .between L kQrI and L kQrI taking simple modules into indecompos-1 2
able projecti¨ e modules and indecomposable projecti¨ e modules into simple
modules.
 . 2Proof. One only has to observe that E kQ s kQrJ so we have
 .  2 .duality between L kQ and L kQrJ . We then apply Propositions 1.2
and 1.9.
 .2. THE SUBCATEGORIES gr L AND L L0
From now on we assume that L is a finite-dimensional k-algebra. In this
section we determine the projective and the injective objects in gr L and0
 .  .in L L , and we also show that both gr L and L L have almost split0
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 .sequences. We observe that both gr L and L L are closed under0
extensions and contain the projective and the semisimple modules gener-
ated in degree zero.
w xWe first recall some results due to Auslander and Smalù ASm , here
formulated for full subcategories of gr L. The original proofs can be
modified.
THEOREM 2.1. Let T be a torsion class in gr L, that is, a full subcategory
of gr L closed under factor modules, extensions, and isomorphism. If a
module X is in gr L, let tX denote the trace of T in X, that is, the unique
submodule of X maximal with respect to being in T. Let M g T be an
indecomposable module.
 .a M is an injecti¨ e object in T if and only if there exists an indecom-
posable injecti¨ e module I with M , tI.
 .  .b M is a projecti¨ e object in T if and only if t D Tr M s 0.
 .c T is contra¨ariantly finite in gr L.
 .d If T is the set Fac T of all factor modules of all finite direct sums of
copies of a fixed module T in T, then T is co¨ariantly finite in gr L, and T
has almost split sequences.
To see that T is contravariantly finite in gr L one only needs to observe
 .that for C in gr L the inclusion map t C ª C is a right T-approximation.
To see that T s Fac T is covariantly finite in gr L one first constructs a
left add T-approximation of the projective cover of a given module and
then take the pushout of the left add T-approximation and the projective
cover.
w xWe can modify ASm, 2.4 to obtain the existence of almost split
sequences for T s Fac T. We sketch the proof for the reader's conve-
nience: Consider for C an indecomposable nonprojective object in T the
almost split sequence 0 ª D Tr C ª B ª C ª 0 in gr L. Then the se-
 .  .quence 0 ª t D Tr C ª t B ª C ª 0 is proved to be exact, and some
summand of this sequence is an almost split sequence in T with right hand
term C. If A is indecomposable noninjective in T, let 0 ª A ª B ª C ª
0 be almost split in gr L. Let B ª E be a left T-approximation. Then the
composition g : A ª E is a monomorphism which is left almost split in T,
and Coker g is clearly in T. So a summand of 0 ª A ª E ª Coker g ª 0
is an almost split sequence in T with A as left hand term.
Clearly the subcategory T s gr L of gr L is a torsion class. Then we0
 :have tM s M for M in gr L. Using T s Fac L we obtain the following0
consequence of Theorem 2.1.
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THEOREM 2.2. The category gr L has almost split sequences.0
In order to describe the indecomposable modules in gr L which occur0
as end terms of almost split sequences, we need to find the injective and
projective objects in gr L.0
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M g gr L be an indecomposable module. The0
following are equi¨ alent:
 .a M is an injecti¨ e object in gr L.0
 .b There exists an indecomposable injecti¨ e module I in gr L such that
 :M s I .0
 .c There exists an indecomposable injecti¨ e module I and a positi¨ e
 n . :integer n such that M , soc I .0
 .  .Proof. Parts a and b are equivalent by the preceding remarks, and
 .  .the equivalence of b and c is obvious.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M g gr L be an indecomposable module. Then M0
 .is a projecti¨ e object in gr L if and only if D Tr M s 0.0 0
We want to give a more explicit description of the projective objects in
gr L. Also we want to show that if C is indecomposable nonprojective in0
gr L and 0 ª D Tr C ª B ª C ª 0 is almost split in gr L, then 0 ª0
 . :  :D Tr C ª B ª C ª 0 is almost split in gr . In other words, we0 0 0
 .do not need to take a proper summand.
LEMMA 2.5. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e module in gr L
generated in degree zero. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is a projecti¨ e object in gr L.0
g
 .ii There exists a short exact sequence 0 ª S ª B ª M ª 0 where g
is right almost split in gr L and S is a simple module generated in degree0
greater than zero.
g
 .iii There exists a short exact sequence 0 ª K ª B ª M ª 0 where g
is right almost split in gr L and K is generated in positi¨ e degree.0
g
 .  .Proof. i « ii . Let E ª M ª 0 be right almost split in gr L. Con-
 :  :sider the exact sequence 0 ª K ª E ª M ª 0, where E ª M is0 0 giXright almost split in gr L. There is an exact sequence 0 ª K ª B ª M0
ª 0 in gr L, where g is minimal right almost split in gr L and some KY0
such that the sequence 0 ª K X @ KY ª B@ KY ª M ª 0 is isomorphic
 :to 0 ª K ª E ª M ª 0.0
Assume now that M is a projective object in gr L. We want to show0
that K X is simple and generated in a positive degree. We first note that
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X X  X :K f gr L since M is Ext-projective in gr L. Hence we have K / K ,0 0 0
X  X :and so K r K is generated in positive degree. Let S be a simple module0
X  X :in the top of K r K . We have the following pushout diagram:0
giX6 6 6 60 K B M 0
6 666 6 6
S0 W M 0
and W is also in gr L since W is a factor module of B. The bottom0
 .sequence cannot split since Hom B, S s 0, and it is then immediategr L
that the map W ª M is right almost split in gr L. Since g was minimal0
right almost split it follows that the vertical maps are isomorphisms, i.e.,
K X , S, B , W and the implication is proved.
 .  .ii « iii . This is trivial.
 .  .iii « i . Assume that M is not a projective object in gr L and K0
generated in positive degree. Then we have a commutative diagram with
exact rows:
6 6 6 6
0 X Y M 0
6 6 g66 6 6
K0 B M 0
where the top row is nonsplit with X and Y in gr L. But then we have0
 .Hom X, K s 0, contradicting the fact that g does not split.gr L
We also have the following necessary condition for an indecomposable
nonprojective module M g gr L to be a projective object in gr L.0 0
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e module
generated in degree zero. If M is a projecti¨ e object in gr L, then D Tr M has0
simple socle.
Proof. Assume that M is projective in gr L. By Lemma 2.5 we have a0 gi
short exact sequence of graded modules 0 ª S ª B ª M ª 0 where g is
right almost split in gr L and S is a simple module generated in a positive0
degree. Let P g gr L be the projective cover of M and let L be its first0
syzygy. We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows,
gi6 6 6 6
0 L P M 0
6 6
p p
gi 66 6 6
S0 B M 0
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and the morphism p is nonzero since the bottom sequence does not split.
Let X s Ker p and let Y be a maximal submodule of L. We want to show
pX
X Xthat X s Y. Let p be the projection L ª S s LrY. Consider the pushout
gi6 6 6 6
0 L P M 0
6 6
X Xp p
j qX X66 6 6S0 W M 0
6 6
0 0
where W X g gr L. If j : SX ª W X was a split monomorphism, there would0
be a nonzero map P ª SX, which is impossible since SX is generated in
positive degree. Since g is right almost split in gr L and q is not a0
splittable epimorphism this gives rise to the commutative diagram
gi6 6 6 6
0 L P M 0
6 6
X Xp p
j qX X66 6 6S0 W M 0
6 6
f f
gi6 6 6 6
S0 B M 0.
The morphism f cannot be zero since g does not split. Therefore both
Xmaps f and f are isomorphisms. We have gfp s g but also gp s g.
X X .Therefore g fp y p s 0, so there exists h : P ª S such that ih s fp y p.
X .But Hom P, S s 0, so h s 0 and then p s fp . This implies thatgr L
X X X X .pi s fp i s fjp s ifp , and also ip s pi. Thus i p y fp s 0, therefore
p s fpX so Ker pX : Ker p. This shows that Y : X, but Y is a maximal
submodule, so Y s X. We have proved that LrrL is simple. But LrrL ,
w xsoc D Tr M ARS , and the proof is complete.
We shall need the following facts about graded modules. Let P be an
indecomposable projective L-module generated in degree i. Then PU s
 . opHom P, L is an indecomposable projective L -module generated inL
degree yi. We also know that if M is a graded L-module, then its dual
 . op  .  .DM s Hom M, k is a graded L -module with DM s D M fork i yi
each i. Therefore if P is an indecomposable projective L-module of
Loewy length n generated in degree i, then PU is generated in degree yi,
the socle of PU is generated in degrees yi q n y 1 and lower, thus the
generators of DPU are in degrees i y n q 1 and higher.
We can now get more information on the injective and projective objects
in gr L.0
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LEMMA 2.7. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e module generated
in degree zero such that M is projecti¨ e in gr L. There exists an indecompos-0
 n .able injecti¨ e L-module I and an integer n ) 0 such that M , Tr D soc I
where soc n I denotes the nth socle of I.
 .Proof. By Proposition 2.4 we have D Tr M s 0. Let P ª P ª M0 1 0
ª 0 be a minimal projective presentation of M in gr L. By Proposition
2.6, the socle of D Tr M is simple, so P is indecomposable generated in a1
positive degree. We have the exact sequence 0 ª D Tr M ª DPU ª DPU.1 0
 U .  .By DP s 0 for all j ) 0. Since D Tr M s 0, D Tr M has no homo-0 j 0
 .geneous elements in negative degrees. We infer that D Tr M ,G1
 U .   .DP , D Tr M where for a module X g gr L, X means X q1 G1 G1 1
U n.  .X q ??? . Set I s DP . Then D Tr M , I s soc I for some n.2 1 G1
LEMMA 2.8. Let A be an indecomposable module in gr L and assume0
that A is not an injecti¨ e object in gr L.0
 .a There exists an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e module M g gr L0
 . :such that A , D Tr M .0
 .b If 0 ª D Tr M ª B ª M ª 0 is almost split in gr L, then there
 :is an exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª M ª 0 which is almost split in0
gr L.0
 .Proof. a Our assumption implies that A is not injective in gr L. Let E
be an injective envelope of A in gr L. We have the following exact
sequence in gr L : 0 ª A ª E ª N ª 0. We claim that N / 0. Other-0 0
 :wise we get an isomorphism A , E and this implies that there exists0
X  X :an indecomposable injective module E such that E is contained in A.0
By applying Proposition 2.3, we obtain a contradiction to our assumption
on A, and therefore N / 0. Let F be an injective envelope of N in gr L.
 :The composition E ª E ª N ª F can be extended to a map g : E ª0 0
X  .U  .UF. We consider the induced map g : DE ª DF and its cokernel
C g gr L. Since F is an injective envelope, g has no summand of the0
form 0 ª FX for some FX / 0, so C has no nonzero projective summand.
g
By dualizing we obtain an exact sequence 0 ª D Tr C@ I ª E ª F for
some injective module I. By construction, the image of the zero compo-
nent of g is N s F , so we have an induced exact sequence 0 ª0
 .D Tr C @ I ª E ª N ª 0 at the degree zero level which means that0 0 0
 .  .we have A s D Tr C @ I . Thus A and D Tr C @ I must gener-0 0 0 0 0 0
 :  . :  :ate the same submodule of E, therefore A s A s D Tr C @ I .0 0 0
Since A is indecomposable, our assumption on A tells us that A s
 . :D Tr C . From Proposition 2.4 we infer that there is a unique inde-0
composable summand M of C which is not a projective object in gr L,0
 . :and we have A s D Tr M .0
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g
 .b Let 0 ª D Tr M ª B ª M ª 0 be an almost split sequence in
gr L. We have the following commutative diagram,
gX6 6 6 6




D Tr M0 B M 0
X <where g s g . Then K is in gr L. This follows from general results onB : 00
torsion theories, as indicated earlier. For the convenience of the reader we
 :explain why. First we have that K / 0 by Proposition 2.4. If K / K we0 0
have the commutative diagram with exact rows,
6 6 6 6
 :0 K E M 00
6
6
h66 6 6 :Kr K0 W M 00
66
0 0
 :where h : W ª M is right almost split in gr L. Since Kr K is generated0 0
in positive degree and M is not projective in gr L, we have a contradic-0
 :tion to Lemma 2.5. Hence we have K s K .0
 :  . :It follows that K s D Tr M l B s D Tr M , therefore K s A0 0
X  :which is indecomposable, and the map g : B ª M is in fact minimal0
right almost split.
Note that we have proved for the torsion class T s gr L that when0
0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is almost split in gr L, with C in gr L, the sequence0
 .  .0 ª t A ª t B ª C ª 0 is almost split in gr L, so that we do not need0
to take summands.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.8 we have the following description of
the projective objects in gr L:0
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let M be an indecomposable module in gr L. Then M0
is projecti¨ e in gr L if and only if M is isomorphic to a module of the form0
 n .TrD soc I for some indecomposable injecti¨ e module I and some n ) 0 or
M is a projecti¨ e L-module.
Proof. Let M g gr L be an indecomposable nonprojective L-module.0
Assume that M is not a projective object in gr L. Then by Theorem 2.2,0
there exists an exact sequence in gr L : 0 ª A ª B ª M ª 0 which is0
almost split in gr L. This means that A is not an injective object in gr L0 0
 . :and, by 2.8, A s D Tr M . We infer now from Proposition 2.3 that0
D Tr M cannot have the form soc n I for some indecomposable injective
module I and some n ) 0. The other direction is Lemma 2.7.
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Remark. Let r 2 s 0 in L, and let X be the subset of gr L consisting of
1 .all the simple L-modules and their shifts in gr L. Let F ; Ext y, y beX
the subfunctor containing all exact sequences in gr L of the form 0 ª A
ª B ª C ª 0 where, for every S g X we have an exact sequence 0 ª
 .  .  .Hom C, S ª Hom B, S ª Hom A, S ª 0. The exact se-gr L gr L gr L
quences in the relative theory are those for which A, B, and C are all
generated in one and the same degree, so we get a product of the gr L, ofi
w xwhich gr L is one component. It then follows from the results of ASo0
that the simple and the injective modules are injective objects and that the
modules of the form Tr DS with S simple and the projective modules are
the projective objects, which fits with the result of Theorem 2.2 and
Propositions 2.3 and 2.9. When r 2 / 0 and the relative injective modules
and the relative projective modules are not related by Tr D.
 .We turn now our attention to the category L L .
 .PROPOSITION 2.10. L L is contra¨ariantly finite in gr L.0
 .Proof. If M g gr L we can construct a right L L -approximation of0
f
M in gr L as follows: let P ª P ª M ª 0 be a minimal projective0 1 0
presentation of M in gr L with P in gr L. Let Q be the largest0 0 1
summand of P which is generated in degree one. We have the following1
commutative diagram,
g 66 6




f 6 6 6
P P M 01 0
<where g s f . We claim that the induced map a : M ª M is a rightQ M1
 .  .L L -approximation of M. Suppose we have some X g L L and a linear
presentation R ª R ª X ª 0 and let h : X ª M be in gr L. In the1 0 0
commutative diagram
6 6 6
R R X 01 0
6 6 6
h h h1 06 6 6
P P M 01 0
Xit is easy to see that Im h ; Q, so we have an induced map h : X ª M1
Xsuch that a h s h.M
One immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 is the following:
 .THEOREM 2.11. The category L L has almost split sequences.
 .Proof. Using the exact equivalence in Proposition 1.2 between L L
 2 .and L Lrr we see that an exact sequence of graded modules and
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f g
 .graded homomorphisms 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is almost split in L L if
f g
and only if the induced sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is almost split in
 2 .  2 .  2 .L Lrr . But we have L Lrr s gr Lrr and we know from Theo-0
rem 2.2 that gr L has almost split sequences. This completes the proof.0
We also have the following description of the projective and of the
 .injective objects in L L .
 .THEOREM 2.12. Let M be an indecomposable module in L L .
 .  .a M is an injecti¨ e object in L L if and only if M is simple or
Mrr 2M is an injecti¨ e Lrr 2-module.
 .  .b M is a projecti¨ e object in L L if and only if M is a projecti¨ e
module or M , Tr DS for some simple L-module S.
 .Proof. a This is immediate from Proposition 1.2, Corollary 1.3, and
Proposition 2.3.
 .b Assume that M is nonprojective in gr L but M , Tr DS for
g
some simple module S. Let 0 ª S ª E ª M ª 0 be the almost split
sequence ending at M in gr L. Assume M is not a projective object in
 .L L . Then we have the following commutative diagram with the top
 .sequence nonsplit and exact in L L :
6 6 6 6
0 X Y M 0
6 6
f
g6 6 6 6
S0 E M 0.
If P ª P ª M ª 0 is a linear presentation, then P rrP , S, so S is1 0 1 1
 .generated in degree one. Therefore Hom X, S s 0, thus f s 0, contra-gr L
dicting the fact that g does not split. We conclude that M is a projective
 .object in L L .
For the other direction assume that M is a nonprojective module and
 . 2  2 .that M is projective in L L . Then Mrr M is projective in gr Lrr s0
 2 .L Lrr . From Lemma 2.5 it follows that there is an almost split sequence
 2 . 2  2 .in gr Lrr : 0 ª S ª E ª Mrr M ª 0 where E g gr Lrr and S is0
generated in degree one. It is also clear that E has no simple summand
2  .and that we can write E s Frr F for some F g L L . We have the
following exact commutative diagram,
a6 6 6 6
0 S F M 0
6 6
26 6 6 6S0 E Mrr M 0
and we want to show that the top sequence is the almost split sequence of
 .M in gr L. The sequence clearly does not split since Hom F, S s 0gr L
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because F g gr L and S is generated in degree one. It is enough to show0
that a is left almost split in gr L. Let f : S ª X be a nonsplit monomor-
phism in gr L. Then f factors through soc2 X, and, if soc2 X s
X @ ??? @ X , then each induced map f : S ª X is not an isomorphism.1 n i i
 2 .For each i, X g gr Lrr , and f can be extended to E. Hence compos-i 0 i
ing with the map F ª E, the map f : S ¨ soc2 X ª X can be extended to
F, so a is left almost split. We concluee that M , Tr DS.
3. ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES
 .In this section we continue our study of gr L and of L L . In0
particular we study the decomposability of the middle term of an almost
split sequence 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª 0 for an indecomposable nonpro-
 .jective module M in L L or in gr L. We also show that if L is a0
selfinjective Koszul algebra, then for every indecomposable nonprojective
 .object M in K L , there exists an exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª M ª 0
 .  .in K L which is almost split in K L . But if M is an indecomposable
 .noninjective object in K L , there need not exist in general an exact
 .  .sequence 0 ª M ª B ª C ª 0 in K L which is almost split in K L .
 .Then in a sense, the category K L has right almost split sequences for
graded selfinjective Koszul algebras, but left almost split sequences do not
 .exist in K L for Loewy length greater than 3. Recall that L is assumed to
be a finite dimensional algebra over k.
We start with the following analysis of the indecomposable modules in
 .L L which are projective objects in gr L.0
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e module such
 .that M g L L . Then we ha¨e the following.
 .i M is a projecti¨ e object in gr L if and only if D Tr M is simple.0
 .ii Assume that M is not a projecti¨ e object in gr L. Then there exists0
a nonsplit exact sequence in gr L : 0 ª soc2 D Tr M ª B ª M ª 0 which0
is almost split in the full subcategory C of gr L consisting of all graded
modules X of the form X s X that is, modules ha¨ing no nonzeroG 0
.components in negati¨ e degrees . Moreo¨er, the induced sequence 0 ª
soc2 D Tr M ª Brr 2M ª Mrr 2M ª 0 is almost split o¨er Lrr 2, in partic-
 2 . 22ular D Tr Mrr M , soc D Tr M.L rr L
 .iii If M is a projecti¨ e object in gr L, and if 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M0
ª 0 is the almost split sequence of M in gr L, then D Tr M is simple
generated in degree one and E g gr L. In this case, the induced sequence0
0 ª D Tr M ª Err 2E ª Mrr 2M ª 0 is almost split o¨er Lrr 2, so in
 2 .  .2particular D Tr Mrr M , D Tr M .L rr
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 .Proof. i Let P ª P ª M ª 0 be a minimal projective presentation1 0
of M in gr L. Then P rrP , soc D Tr M as graded modules, therefore, if1 1
D Tr M is simple, it must be concentrated in degree one, i.e., D Tr M s
 .  .D Tr M . Thus D Tr M s 0 and it follows from Proposition 2.4 that1 0
M is a projective object in gr L. For the other direction assume that0
 .D Tr M is not simple. Since M g L L we have D Tr M cogenerated in
 .degree one, therefore D Tr M / 0. Again, Proposition 2.4 implies that0
M is not a projective object in gr L.0
g
 .ii Let 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª 0 be almost split in gr L. Then
gX
X . <the induced sequence 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª 0 with g s g EG 0 G 0 G 0
is nonsplit in C , and, by the above discussion, we have soc2 D Tr M s
 .  .  .   . .D Tr M s D Tr M q D Tr M and D Tr M / 0 . We showG 0 0 1 0
next that soc2 D Tr M is indecomposable; this will imply that soc2 D Tr M
g gr L and, since gr L is closed under extensions, we will also obtain0 0
 :that E s E g gr L.G 0 0 0
To prove that soc2 D Tr M is indecomposable, note that we have an
Uw x Uw x w x  w xexact sequence P 1 ª P 1 ª Tr M 1 ª 0 where X 1 denotes the0 1
w x . w x  op.shift of X where X 1 s X . Therefore Tr M 1 g L L and byi iq1
w x w x 2Corollary 1.3, Tr M 1 rTr M 1 r is indecomposable, hence Tr MrTr M ?
2 2  2 .r is indecomposable. But soc D Tr M , D Tr MrTr M ? r so it is also
 :indecomposable as desired. Let B s E . We have a nonsplit exact0 gX
2sequence in gr L : 0 ª soc D Tr M ª B ª M ª 0 and it is immediate0
that this sequence is almost split in C. By chopping off the degree two
parts and higher we have the following commutative diagram with exact
 2 .rows, where the bottom sequence is in gr Lrr .0
;2 26r B r M
l l
X
6 6gi26 6 6 6soc D Tr M0 B M 0
6 6Xgi2 2 26 6 6 60 soc D Tr M Brr B Mrr M 0
It is also immediate that the bottom sequence is nonsplit and, since M is
 .in L L , both ends are indecomposable. Let X g gr L be a module of
Loewy length two and let f : soc2 D Tr M ª X be a nonsplit monomor-
phism. To show that i is left almost split it suffices to assume that X g C.
Then f factors through i, so there is a map h : B ª X such that hi s f.
Since X has Loewy length two, h factors through Brr 2B. This implies
2 .that i is left almost split in gr Lrr . Therefore the bottom sequence is an
2  .2almost split sequence in gr Lrr and we also have D Tr M ,L rr
2  .soc D Tr M .L
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 .  .iii By i , D Tr M s S is simple. We have the following commuta-
tive diagram where the bottom row is the almost split sequence of M in
gr L and where P ª M ª 0 is a projective cover of M in gr L with kernel0
L s V M.
6 6 6 6
0 L P M 00
6 6 g6 6 6 6
S0 E M 0.
 .The map L ª S cannot be zero since g does not split. Since M g L L it
follows that S is generated in degree one and that E g gr L is a0
 .homomorphic image of P . Again, as in part ii , we chop off the degree0
two and higher parts to obtain the following exact sequence in gr Lrr 2 :
0 ª S ª Err 2E ª Mrr 2M ª 0. To prove that this induced sequence is
 2 .  2 .2almost split in mod Lrr and that D Tr Mrr M , D Tr M weL rr L
 .proceed in the same fashion as in ii .
DEFINITION. Let L be a graded algebra. We say that a finitely pre-
 .sented module M generated in highest degree b has an n-homogeneous
 .presentation n ) 0 , if M has a minimal projective presentation P ª P1 0
ª M ª 0 in gr L, with P generated in degree b and P generated in0 1
degree n q b.
EXAMPLE. Examples of modules with n-homogeneous presentations
abound; one way to construct them is by looking at truncated path
w xalgebras of finite quivers BK . Another easy example is the following. For
q / 0 let
 :  2 < :L s k x , x , . . . , x r x , x x y qx x i F jt , q 1 2 t i i j j i
be the quantized exterior algebra in t variables. Let M s Lrr nL for some
n - t. Then M has an n-homogeneous presentation.
We have the following result on the decomposition of the middle term
of the almost split sequence of a module having a n-homogeneous presen-
tation.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e module,
generated in highest degree and ha¨ing a n-homogeneous presentation. Let
0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª 0 be its almost split sequence in gr L. Then either
 .i E is indecomposable or
 .ii E decomposes and there is an integer k with 0 F k F n such that
r kM has a simple summand and there exists an integer t with 0 F t F n such
that D Tr Mrsoc t D Tr M has a simple summand.
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Proof. We may assume that M is generated in degree zero. Let
P ª P ª M ª 0 be a minimal projective presentation with P being1 0 1
generated in degree n. From the exactness of PU ª PU ª Tr M ª 0 it0 1
 .follows that soc D Tr M is all in degree n, i.e., soc D Tr M s D Tr M .n
j p
Let 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª 0 be the almost split sequence of M in gr L
and assume that E decomposes as E s E @ E with E and E different1 2 1 2
j1 .  .from zero, so j s and p s p , p . It is well known that the composi-j 1 22
 .tions h , h : D Tr M ª M where h s p j i s 1, 2 are nonzero. Let h1 2 i i i
 .  . 2denote h or h . If h soc D Tr M / 0, then M / 0 so r M s M ,1 2 n G n
which is generated in degree n, contains a semisimple submodule also
generated in degree n. This implies that r nM has a simple summand.
  . .Assume now that h soc D Tr M s h D Tr M s 0. Since h / 0, theren
 . .must be a k such that h D Tr M / 0. We choose 0 F k F n maximalk
 . .  . .with the property that h D Tr M / 0 but h D Tr M s 0.G k G kq1
 . . k kAgain we see that h D Tr M ; r M is semisimple so r M has aG k
simple submodule in degree k and this submodule must split off. The
second statement follows using the same argument and the duality D: We
 .w x  op.first note that Tr M n g gr L has a n-homogeneous presentation0
 .w x  .w x  .w xand its almost split sequence is 0 ª DM n ª DE n ª Tr M n ª
0 with the middle term decomposing. Then we use the duality and the first
part.
w xIt was proven in BuRi that if L is an arbitrary artin algebra and if for
an indecomposable module M the minimal projective presentation
h
P ª P ª M has the property that P and P are both indecomposable1 0 0 1
and, if Im h ­ r 2P then the almost split sequence 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M0
ª 0 has indecomposable middle term. Another way of constructing almost
w xsplit sequences with indecomposable middle term was studied in K . We
have the following immediate consequence of Proposition 3.2.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let M be an indecomposable graded module such that,
 .up to a shift, M is in L L , and let 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª 0 be its
almost split sequence in gr L. Then either
 .i E is indecomposable or
 .ii E decomposes, M is simple, or rM has a simple summand and
D Tr M is simple or D Tr Mrsoc D Tr M has a simple summand.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let M be an indecomposable graded module such that
 .up to shift M is in L L and assume that the socle of M is in one and the
same degree. Let 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª 0 be the almost split sequence
of M in gr L. If M has Loewy length greater than two then E is indecompos-
able.
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We now turn our attention to the study of almost split sequences for
Koszul modules over selfinjective algebras. We have the following applica-
 w x.tion of Corollary 3.4 see also Ri1 .
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let L be an indecomposable finite dimensional graded
selfinjecti¨ e algebra with r 3 / 0. Let M be an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e
graded module such that, up to shift, both M and V M ha¨e linear presenta-
tions, where V M denotes the first syzgy of M. Let 0 ª D Tr M ª E ª M ª
0 be the almost split sequence of M in gr L. Then the middle term E is
indecomposable. Moreo¨er, if N s V M, then the almost split sequence
0 ª D Tr N ª F ª N ª 0 in gr L has indecomposable middle term. Fur-
thermore, N is not a projecti¨ e object in gr L.0
Proof. We observe first that all the indecomposable projective modules
w xhave the same Loewy length by M1 , and by assumption we have that
 .N s V M has Loewy length n y 1 where n s LL L . Therefore, since
3  .r / 0, we have LL N ) 2. The module N is a submodule of a projective
injective module generated in highest degree, so soc N is all in one and
 .the same degree. The module N s V M is in L L , we may apply
Corollary 3.4 to obtain the indecomposability of F. Next, we apply Vy1 to
the exact sequence 0 ª D Tr N ª F ª N ª 0. We obtain that the almost
split sequence of M has the form 0 ª Vy1D Tr N ª Vy1F @ P ª M ª 0
where P is zero or projective. If P / 0, then M , Prsoc P, but such a
module cannot have a linear presentation unless r 2 s 0. Therefore P s 0
and the almost split sequence of M is 0 ª Vy1D Tr N ª Vy1F ª M ª 0
and E , Vy1F is indecomposable. It remains to show that no shift in gr L
of N is a projective object in gr L. In view of Theorem 3.1 it is enough to0
prove that D Tr N is not simple. This is clear since D Tr N , n V2N
where n is the Nakayama functor, has the same Loewy length as V2N,
 .hence LL D Tr N s n y 1 and n ) 3.
We turn our attention to the question whether almost split sequences
 .exist in the category K L . We have the following result:
THEOREM 3.6. Let L be an indecomposable selfinjecti¨ e Koszul algebra,
 .and let M g K L be an indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e module. There exists
 . 2an almost split sequence in K L : 0 ª soc D Tr M ª B ª M ª 0.
2  .  .Proof. If r s 0, the claim follows since K L s L L s gr L in this0
case. If r 2 / 0, D Tr M cannot be simple, therefore M is not a projective
object in gr L and by Theorem 3.1 we also have the following nonsplit0
exact sequence in gr L which is almost split in C : 0 ª soc2 D Tr M ª B0
ª M ª 0. We also have soc2 D Tr M s r ny2D Tr M. We know that after
w x 2shifting D Tr M is Koszul; then we get by GM1 that soc D Tr M is
 .  .Koszul. Since K L is closed under extensions, it follows that B g K L .
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The sequence being almost split in gr L implies that it is also almost split0
 .in K L .
We show now that left almost split sequences need not always exist in
the category of Koszul modules, even for selfinjective algebras.
THEOREM 3.7. Let L be an indecomposable selfinjecti¨ e Koszul algebra
such that r 3 / 0. There exists an indecomposable Koszul module N which is
 .not an injecti¨ e object in K L , for which there is no almost split sequence of
 .the form 0 ª N ª B ª M ª 0 in K L .
Proof. Let n ) 3 be the Loewy length of L. Let S be a simple
L-module and let N s V2S be its second syzygy. Clearly up to shift
 .N g K L and, if 0 ª N ª P ª P ª S ª 0 is exact with P ª P ª S1 0 1 0
 .being a minimal linear presentation of S, then we have an induced
2 nonsplit exact sequence 0 ª N ª rP ª r P ª 0 the map N ª rP is11 0
2 3 . 2not an isomorphism since r P rr P / 0 . Therefore, since rP and r P0 0 1 0
 w x.are again Koszul modules, up to shift by GM1 generated in the same
 .degree as N, we conclude that N is not an injective object in K L .
 .Suppose that we have an almost split sequence in K L of the form
0 ª N ª B ª M ª 0. Then, by Theorem 3.6 we must have N ,
soc2 D Tr M. But N s V2S has Loewy length n y 1 ) 2, which yields a
contradiction.
We conclude this section by observing that there is no shortage of
selfinjective Koszul algebras, for instance the algebras L in the examplet, q
 w x .after Theorem 3.1. See M2 for a more detailed treatment.
4. APPENDIX: THE FINITISTIC PROJECTIVE
DIMENSION FOR KOSZUL MODULES
We show in this section that if L s L q L q ??? qL is a finite0 1 r
dimensional graded algebra, then the finitistic projective dimension of the
Koszul modules is finite, and if L is a Koszul algebra then either
 .gl. dim. L s ` or gl. dim L F n r q 1 where n is the number of noniso-
morphic simple L-modules. Recall that the finitistic projective dimension
 < 4of a category A : gr L is sup pd M M in A such that pd M - ` . We use
w xthe results of Z in this section and we will include some of them for the
readers convenience.
DEFINITION. Let C be the full subcategory of gr L consisting of those
graded modules without component in negative degrees. Let M g C and
U  .let P be a minimal projective resolution of M in gr L thus also in C ,
PU : ??? ª P ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª M ª 0. . n ny1 1 0
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 . j j  w x. w xFor each i G 0 define a s  y1 dim Ext M, L i , where L ii jG 0 k gr L 0 0
denotes the ith shift of L in gr L. Next we define the series of M,0
 . i ww xx  .s M s  a x g Z x . It is easy to see that s M does not depend oniG 0 i
the finitely generated resolution of M.
w xWe recall the following results from Z .
 .LEMMA 4.1. i Let 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 be a short exact sequence in
 .  .  .C. Then s A q s C s s B .
 .  . w xii For each M g C , s M is a rational function W .
 .DEFINITION. We define the measure m M of a module M g C to be
 .  .m M s deg s M , the degree of the numerator minus the degree of the
 .denominator of the rational function s M .
The proof of the following lemma is immediate.
 . w xLEMMA 4.2. i Let M g C. For each integer i such that M i g C we
 w x. i  .  w x.  .ha¨e s M i s x s M . Therefore m M i s m M q i.
 .  .ii Let s and s be two rational functions. Then deg s q s F1 2 1 2
 4max deg s , deg s .1 2
LEMMA 4.3. Let L s L q ??? qL and let M s M q M q ??? qM0 r 0 1 s
 .g C be indecomposable. Then we ha¨e the inequality m M F s q 1 q
 .  .  .m L . In particular, if M g gr L then m M F r q 1 q m L and thus0 0 0
  . < 4m M M g gr L is bounded.0
Proof. We proceed by induction on the graded length s of M. We have
a short exact sequence in C : 0 ª M X ª M ª M ª 0 where M X s M0 1
 .  X.  .q ??? qM . Therefore, since s M s s M q s M , we get from Lemmas 0
 .   .  X.4   .  Xw x. 44.2 that m M F max m M , m M s max m M , m M y1 q 1 .0 0
Then we apply the induction hypothesis.
DEFINITION. We say that a finitely generated module generated in
 .highest degree b has a homogeneous projecti¨ e resolution if there exists a
sequence of integers 0 s n - n - n - ??? - n - ??? and a projective0 1 2 k
resolution of M in gr L: ??? ª P ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª M ª 0k ky1 1 0
such that for each i, P is generated in degree b q n . We denote byi i
 .H L ; gr L the full subcategory of gr L consisting of those modules
 .  .having homogeneous linear resolutions. It is clear that K L : H L .
 .LEMMA 4.4. Let M g gr L and assume also that M g H L . If M has0
 .finite projecti¨ e dimension we ha¨e pd M F m M , with equality occurring if
and only if M is a Koszul module.
 .Proof. If pd M - ` then s M is a polynomial and, if 0 ª P ª ??? ªk
 .P ª M ª 0 a projective resolution of M in gr L, we have m M s n G k.0 k
The rest follows trivially.
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Putting Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 together we get the following.
THEOREM 4.5. Let L be a finite dimensional graded k-algebra. Then the
 .   ..finitistic projecti¨ e dimension of H L and therefore of K L is finite.
w xThe following result has the same proof as Theorem 2.1.3 in Z .
THEOREM 4.6. Let L s L q L q ??? qL be a graded finite dimen-0 1 r
sional algebra such that L has a linear resolution for instance L could be a0
.  .Koszul algebra . Then, either gl. dim. L s ` or g. dim. L F n r q 1 s n ?
 .LL L where n is the number of nonisomorphic simple modules.
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